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HISPANICS IN MATH AND SCIENCE: ATTRACTING STUDENT TEACHERS AND
RETRAINING EXPERIENCED TEACHERS

Hispanics comprise less than two percent of the mathematics and
science teachers currently employed in school districts throughout the
United States. This digest reviews a variety of strategies that might be
employed by school districts, teacher education institutiors, and state
educational agencies to attract, train, and retrain Hispanics in math and
science.

Why Do We Need Hispanic Math and Science Teachers?

The shortage of qualified Hispanic math and science teachers is one of
the most pressing problems faced by schools In the United States today.
While Hispanics are, generally, underrepresented in medicine, law.
engineering, and other professions, public school teaching has been an
avenue availatle to Hispanics for many decades. However, there is a conti-
nuing lack of Garticipation of Hispanics in teaching certain critical subject
areas. For vvha'ever social, economic, andlor political reasons. Hispanics
have not tradit onally entered the teaching profession in the areas of
mathematics and sciences. Data provided by the National Association of
Secondary School Principals indicate that Hispanics comprise less than
two percent of crsimistry, physics, and biology teachers currently employed
(Neill, 1982).

The conclitiros faced by school districts regarding Hispanics (and other
minorities) %.1 math and science teaching areas are very closely associated
with attra.ting and retaining, math and science teachers in general. Much of
the intoxication and many if the recommendations to be presented in this
digest trill serve school clstricts in their efforts to retain science and math
teacher's regardless of ethnic background. However, if knowledge of
science and matherr'c'ncs is the door to modern technology and progress.
then Hispanic. cnildren must have models and mentors in these areas it they
are to achieve parity in a growing technological world.

How Can Hispanic Youth Be Attracted to Math and Science Teaching?

A variety of ideas have been suggested to meet the short-term needs of
schoot districts regarding Hispanic math and science teachers. However.
the long'terrn solution lies in attracting high school graduates into the
teaching profession. Additionally, not only should Hispanic youth be at
tracted to the teaching profession, but they should be guided into the fields
of science and mathematics. The objective, then, is to develop a plan (either
at the state level or nationwide) to Implement this goal. The following list of
action.oriented steps is derived from a variety of plans and programs that
have been suggested and many of which have already been implemented
with groups other than Hispanic. However, as a whole, they also comprise a
viable plan for statewide and nationwide action aimed at reducing Hispanic

'teacher shortages in math and science.

Identify talented Hispanic high school students.
Teacher education programs at colleges and universities need to
work with public school districts to Identify Hispanic youth that
show promise or skill in either mathematics or science. These stu
dents must be recognized in order for the high school or the univer
sity to provide incentive, special coursework, and such opportuni-
ties for future preparation as a teacher.

Develop their Interest in teaching.
Hispanic youth that have been identifiGd particularly interested
or able in science or math must be introduced '.o the teaching pro
fession while still in high school. Many of these students will have
other opportunities in engineering or similar high-technology
areas Individualized programs must be developed where these stu
dents work closely with "master" science and math teachers. The
intent is to demonstrate to students that the teaching profession is
a viable and challenging career alternative. AdditionallY, students
will be exposed to the various ben nits of the teaching profession
(e.g., working with youth, watching young people grow and devel
op, living in an environment of learning.)

Locate and engage "master" teachers.
State departments of education should encourage school districts
to identify master teachers In science and math. Hispanic youths
must be exposed to these if their interest in teaching is to grow
Whenever possible, this teachet should be Hispanic. The master
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teacher can be offered a variety of incentives for working with the
Hispanic youth. These incentives may include release time, addi-
tional pay, opportunities to attend workshops andlor conferences,
additional assistance in the form of aides, and many others.

Arrange significant studentteacher contact.
Hispanic youth with abilities in the areas of math and science can
be given a variety of paraprofessional teaching responsibilities
while still in school. Students can be given release time to work as
aides for master teachers or to dopeer teaching. They may conduct
science experiments for the class and give class presentations in
specified areas. Students can be of particular use to a teacher it
Spanish/English bilingualism is needed to clarify specific points or
to present particular lessons. This ability is particularly useful it
the teacher is a monotingualAnglish speaker.

Provide Incentives for students to participate in special programs.
As with teachers. Hispanic youth need to be given a variety of in-
cenhves to attract them to the programs outlined above. Sadly. the
opportunities to be a math or science school teacher may not be
particularly attractive, at first glance. to a youth from lower socio-
economic standing. The idea. however. is for them to consider tea-
ching as a career alternative.

Franz, Aldridge, and Clark (1983) propose several guidelines for attracting
youth in general into science teaching. Adaptations of their recommenda-
tions are presented here:

Recognition and honors (letter jackets) through city and school news-
papers. assemblies, and parental gatherings should be awarded.
Released time from regular classe:ork for preparation of math or sci-
ence lessons or for peer tutorials in science and math should be
arranged.

Visitation to universities to observe the teaching of science and
mathematics should be scheduled.
Visitation to teacher education programs in area universities to f a-
miliarize students with the teaching profession should be scheduled.
Apprenticeship programs in business and industry after school or
during the summer should be implemented.

Out.of -town visitations to specialized science- or math related pro-
grams such as the Johnson Space Center, various NASA facilities.
research laboratories, and science exhibits or displays should be
arranged.

The basic idea of all these proposals is to introduce Hispanic students to
the teaching profession. Many Hispanics are caught in a cycle of poverty
and are not aware of the occupational options available. Teaching can be
made an attractive choice to these young people.

What Other Solutions Are Possible?

The recommendations given above are useful if school distncts begin to
implement them immediately. Unfortunately. however, states or school
districts that are working on them are hard to find. To meet the immediate
need, therefore, schools should consider a number of options. Perhaps the
best short-term remedy is to retrain Hispanics currently in teaching
disciplines that are overcrowded so they are qualified to teach science and
math. Burns (1982). Rush (1983), and Sigda (1983) rirve a number of recom-
mendations for attracting various ethnic minority teacherS into
mathematics and the sciences.

Opportunities for recertification can be made readily available.
Hispanic teachers in surplus areas such as history. English, and
social studies may be retrained in the areas of need. The Houston
school district (Guthrie. 1982) has initiated a program that pays
tuition for selected teachers to receive additional training to enable
them to teach secondary school math or science. In return, the
teachers must agree to teach math or science in Houston for at
least three years. A Government Accounting Of lice report (New
Directions. 1984) concluded that retraining programs, such as the
one in Houston. is one viable solution to the teacher shortage in
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Unproved working conditions can be offered,

hinny Hispanic teachers work in schools that are located in low-
loceme or *barrio" areas whom, schools may have a proportionate-
ly higher crime and violence level than do middleincome schools.
While these conditions may not necessarily be characteristic of all
1(1w-income areas, they can cause a problem when schools attempt
le attract teachers in specialized areas. While many Hispanics
Prefer teaching among their own ethnic group, an unpleasant, even
gigniqerous, teaching environment may diminish this enthusiasm.
relented teachers in specialty areas such as math and science may
Mimi to leave such a school environment for a short time to regain
lime enthusiasm and self-confidence. Schools need to provide
illooe teachers with sabbatical leaves and more clerical and labora-
lelY assistance to perform routine tasks.

Toschers can be offered financial assistance during additional year(s)
Of college preparation.

t3chool districts could identify and sign contracts with senioryear
nomath and non-science Hispanic student teachers who would
'Wee to additional college training in order to be certified in math
Or science areas. In addition to the first year's salary, the fifthyear
student teacher woutd receive tuition and allowances. Many His-
Mulls college students would look upon this as an opportunity that
Might never come again. Since financiat hardships often force
them to teach immediately, such a program would relieve this bur-
don while encouraging training in an area that can be used for the
fest of their career.

Summer jobs in industry can be made availabte.
School districts must work with business and industry to seek
summer opportunities for Hispanic math or science teachers. Al-
though these opportunities are needed by all teachers, the pending
sociat needs for Hispanic math and science teachers make it criti-
c, Id for school districts to find opportunities for these individuals
Oral Hispanic math and science teachers waking in industry can
assist both a school district and industry io their efforts towards
affirmative action guidelines.

Perttime instructors can be recruited from other segments of society.
In communities with large Hispanic populations, retired Hispanic
leachers or retired Hispanic members of industry or government

With
be available to serve as part-time math and science teachers.

VVith the proper supervision and support, these individuals can be
excellent role modets for Hispanic youth contemplating; careers in
ocience,-engineering or teaching. They have in very useful to
community colleges attempting to meet growing enrollments in
ochince and math while facing a dearth of faculty In these areas.

SMIIIsd professionals can also be borrowed from industry.
the possibility of using skilled Hispanic mathematicians, engi-
news. and scientists working in private industry or governmental
eqiincles as teachers has seemed remote to public districts. Al-
though. community colleges have been quite successful in this
moil. school districts continue to shy away. While Hispanics do not
hold a proportional share (to the total Hispanic population) of the
Poaltions in engineering and the sciences, they do fill such posi-
Hoes in predominantly Hispanic communities. Many private busi-
llollses and industries are quite willing to lend their professional
employees to local school districts if arrangements are agreeable
to oll. However, school districts must initiate the request for this
typo of help. While this approach may identify only one or two Ind'.
Meals that might assist a school district, it certainly is worth the
limn and el fort to investigate the opportunities.

Altlineeh It is easy to see how many incentives are possible, school
,,It,,14,tricio must work to implement them if Hispanic teachers of other
"Irsmi are to be encouraged to qualify In the areas of math and sciences.

"" Coo These Programs Be Financed?

Pilirinelng these programs becomes a major problem. Guthrie and
Ailanton (1982), and Good and Hinkel (1983) offer a number of options that
lioeht he useful to states, teacher preparation programs, and school

Hispanic youths in teacher education programs can be assisted in
number of ways:

huluntryfloanced, university-provided, or school district provided
ocholarships designated explicitly for Hispanic youth in science or
Mathematic teacher education should be promoted.
LOW Interest or non-payable loans and/or grants can be specifically
tionitleated for Hispanics who will teach for three years or more in the

schools.
A tuition free fifth (or sixth) year of university teacher education can
tie Miltie available to nonmath and nonscience Hispanics interested
In eight ying as science or math teachers.
:Ulmer or part-time jobs can be arranged in business or industry and
411W:1f 'Catty designated for Hispanics in teacher education programsitem:lett at math and science.
/Ileenilic teachers currently employed or'underemployed, an additional'I nl options can be made available:
flennaris, differentiated pay, grants, tuition reimbursement, and

,acholarships for Hispanicnic teachers wilting to recertify in science or
math related areas-constitute important financial aid.
Midcareer internships for Hispanic teachers to work in math or sci-
ence areas of industry add an important dimension to their teaching
in these areas.

State- or federalsponsored programs can be implemented specifi-
cally for Hispanic teachers and will accomplish the following:

Upgrade the existing pool of teachers in science and math.
Retrain teachers in related subjectmatter areas to become set-
ence and math teachers.

- Assist teachers in completing master's degree requirements in
math and science areas that would, in the long term, make them
eligible for salary increments.

Federal and/or state tax credits can be granted to Hispanic teachers
willing to stay in or to enter math or science fields.
Schools can initiate cooperative efforts with business and in dustry to
employ teachers part time. summers, or (after three years of service
to the schools) full time. Teachers, however, must agree to return to
theschool districts fora specified number of years in order to be eligi-
ble for these part-time or summer programs.

What Are the Primary Elements of a Plan to Acquit* More
Hispanic Science and Math Teachers?

Two key steps must be taken to alleviate the shortages of Hispanic math
and science teachers. The first is to attract Hispanic youth into the areas of
math and science education. Existing low teacher salaries are not going to
attract talented Hispanic youth to teach science and mathematics.
Therefore, while all teacher salaries need upgrading. it is imperative that
salaries of Hispanic math and science teachers be attractive and com
petitive. Additionally. Hispanic youth will not be attracted to math and
science teaching if substantia! funds are not available for scholarships, tow
interest loans. andlor internships and part-time jobs.

The second stem albeit temporary, is to retrain Hispanic teachers in MK
supplied discipline areas (e.g.. history and English) so they can teach math
and science. School districts and state education agencies must (1) be sup-
portive of Hispanic teachers who return to teacher education programs to
be recertified in math and science: (2) facititate the use of part-time
Hispanic professionals from business and industry as teachers; (3) facilitate
the employment of Hispanic math and science teachers en business and in-
dustry on a temporary basis: and (4) provide financial incentives in the form
of bonuses or other rewards for Hispanic teachers who are willing to stay in
math and science teaching.
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